We implement the direct sampling of negative phase-space functions via unbalanced homodyne measurement using click-counting detectors. The negativities significantly certify nonclassical light in the high-loss regime using a small number of detectors which cannot resolve individual photons. We apply our method to heralded single-photon states and experimentally demonstrate the most significant certification of nonclassicality for only two detection bins. By contrast, the frequently applied Wigner function fails to directly indicate such quantum characteristics for the quantum efficiencies present in our setup without applying additional reconstruction algorithms. Therefore, we realize a robust and reliable approach to characterize nonclassical light in phase space under realistic conditions.
We implement the direct sampling of negative phase-space functions via unbalanced homodyne measurement using click-counting detectors. The negativities significantly certify nonclassical light in the high-loss regime using a small number of detectors which cannot resolve individual photons. We apply our method to heralded single-photon states and experimentally demonstrate the most significant certification of nonclassicality for only two detection bins. By contrast, the frequently applied Wigner function fails to directly indicate such quantum characteristics for the quantum efficiencies present in our setup without applying additional reconstruction algorithms. Therefore, we realize a robust and reliable approach to characterize nonclassical light in phase space under realistic conditions.
Introduction.-Photons embody the wave-particle dualism-a governing principle of quantum physics-as they represent the elementary particle of electromagnetic waves. They also provide the essential building blocks for scalable quantum technologies [1, 2] , and fundamental quantum effects are intertwined with the properties of such particles of light, e.g., antibunching [3] and subPoisson photon statistics [4] . For this reason, resourceefficient detection schemes which enable the characterization on the single-photon level are indispensable.
In order to uncover quantum features of a physical system, the concept of phase-space distribution functions has been extended from the classical domain to be applicable in quantum optics. This yields the prominent Wigner function [5] and its s-parametrized generalizations [6] , which include the Glauber-Sudarshan P [7, 8] and Husimi Q [9] functions. Based on such quasiprobability distributions, quantum effects can be uniquely identified via negativities within them [10] [11] [12] . Thus, since its first applications [13, 14] , the reconstruction of the Wigner function became a frequently applied method. This led to remarkable insights into the quantum properties of complex quantum systems, such as reported in Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Still, there are limitations to this approach. For example, the directly reconstructed Wigner function of a single photon becomes entirely non-negative when the overall loss exceeds 50% [20] -a challenging bound for many experimental scenarios. In such cases, negativities can be recovered by employing optimized reconstruction algorithms which compensate for losses [21] .
In addition, information-complete measurements and data processing algorithms are necessary for a phasespace quantum state reconstruction. For instance, the reconstruction can be based on quadrature [22, 23] or displaced photon-number measurements [24] . The latter can be obtained via unbalanced homodyne detection [24] , which has been implemented, e.g., in Refs. [25] [26] [27] . However, in many practical scenarios, such optimal detection schemes are not accessible because of experimental limitations, such as nonunity detection efficiencies and a limited resolution of adjacent photon numbers. In such cases, an inversion from the measured data to the photon-number statistics is required [25] [26] [27] , which is problematic when employing information-incomplete detection schemes. It is also noteworthy that even a partial state reconstruction can reveal nonclassicality as it was demonstrated for marginal distributions [28] .
A more realistic resource is quasi-photon-numberresolving or click-counting detectors [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , which discriminate between clicks rather than photocounts. Despite their limitations, a number of vital quantum features can be directly obtained from the recorded clickcounting statistics [35] [36] [37] [38] . Furthermore, the theory of phase-sensitive measurements with such detectors has been derived [39] [40] [41] . Specifically, the click-based counterpart to the unbalanced homodyne detection has been proposed together with a click-based versions of phasespace functions [41] . Yet, an experimental confirmation of this theory is missing to date.
In this Letter, we report on the direct sampling of phase-space functions of heralded single-photon states via unbalanced homodyne detection with time-binmultiplexed click-counting detectors.
The resulting phase-space functions directly show negativities even for quantum efficiencies significantly below 50%. Moreover, this is achieved via a direct sampling of the measured click statistics, which does not require an inversion to the photon-number statistics and is intrinsically robust to losses. We also confirm the theoretical prediction from Ref. [41] that fewer detection bins lead to more significant signatures of nonclassical light. Therefore, we implement a reliable method to access the quantum properties of light for application under realistic conditions.
Click-based phase-space functions.-In unbalanced homodyne detection [24] , the quantum light under study is displaced by mixing it on an unbalanced beam split- ter with a weak coherent state. The resulting displaced state is then measured with a photon-number-resolving detector. Recently, the theory for such a scheme was generalized to allow for an operation using click-counting devices [41] ; see Fig. 1 .
In such a scheme, the directly measured click statistics c k (α) is the probability that k out of the N detection bins record coincidental clicks [42] . Based on this statistics, we obtain-up to a positive normalization constant-the desired phase-space function [41] ,
for any even number N of detection bins (the parameter x is discussed in the next paragraph). In addition, the sampling error is given by
where ω is the number of recorded data points for a given displacement α.
The parameter x in Eq. (1) can be related to sparametrized phase-space functions [6] (s ∈ [−1, 1]) and the detection efficiency η via x = η(1 − s). Let us recall that s = 0 defines the Wigner function. As demonstrated in Ref. [41] , any negativity in P N (α; x) for any even N is a sufficient condition for nonclassicality. In the limit of an infinite number of detection bins, N → ∞, P N (α; x) approaches the true s-parametrized phase-space function. This then results in a necessary and sufficient nonclassicality characterization. Also note that beyond the specific identification x = η(1 − s), an arbitrary nonzero number can be assigned to the parameter x [43] .
One of the main benefits of the phase-space distribution Eq. (1) for a finite and even N is that it can become negative even if its s-parametrized counterpart (without corrections for detection losses) is completely non-negative [41] . To illustrate this, the example of a single photon is shown in Fig. 1 for a quantum efficiency η = 21%, which corresponds to our experimental conditions. Clearly, the phase-insensitive Wigner function (s = 0) is non-negative. Still, the theory of the click-counting phase-space function for x| s=0 = η predicts clear negativities, P N (0; x) < 0.
Experimental implementation.-The full experiment was conducted using the setup shown in Fig. 2 . This consists of three main parts: generation of heralded singlephoton states, interference with a weak coherent beam, and detection on a time-multiplexed detector (TMD). The initial light from a Ti:sapphire oscillator at 80 MHz pumps an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) to generate light at 1550 nm. This pumps a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal to generate second harmonic light (SHG) at 775 nm. This light is split from the residual pump using a dichroic mirror, and then used to pump the source of heralded single photons, namely parametric down-conversion in a periodially poled KTP waveguide. The source is described in detail in Refs. [44, 45] . Prior to the waveguide, the pump is frequencypicked down to 1 MHz. This is required to ensure that there are no overlapping pulses registered by the TMD. The temporal mode of this light is then adjusted using a 4-f line, to ensure the bandwidth of the pump is set to give a spectrally decorrelated down-conversed state. Meanwhile, the residual pump from the SHG also undergoes pulse-picking and spectral mode shaping such that it is synchronized and mode matched to the down-conversion. The overlap is 70%, determined from a Hong-Ou-Mandeltype experiment between the heralded single photon and the weak local oscillator. The coherent state amplitude |α| is adjusted with a computer-controlled variable attenuator. The experimental uncertainty in determining |α| (∼ 20%) predominantly arises for temporal drifts in the setup over an experimental run. Following interference, the resulting states are incident on a TMD with a bin separation of 100 ns. Heralding is performed by delaying the herald mode by 400 ns, which is then incident on the other input port of the TMD.
The advantage of time-bin multiplexing is that we only need two detectors, which in our case are superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors, characterized in a previous experiment [46] , together with a given number of fiber-loop delays to obtain N/2 time bins per detector, which correspond to N physical detectors in the spatial multiplexing configuration [29] [30] [31] . Our TMD divides an incident light pulse into up to N = 8 time bins per input.
Following interference, one mode is measured by a TMD to provide the click statistics c k (α). To sample the phase-space function P N , we record approximately ω = 1.4 × 10 6 heralded photon states per coherent amplitude for N = 8 detection bins. In order to achieve fewer FIG. 2. Schematic experimental setup. A Ti:sapphire laser (Ti:Sa) (down-sampled to 1 MHz) drives an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). The pulsed light is frequency doubled by second harmonic generation (SHG), and the pump is filtered with a dichroic mirror (DM). The SHG pulse undergoes pulse picking (PP) down to 1 MHz, followed by a 4-f (4f) line to set the pulse length, and is used to generate photon pairs in a parametric down-conversion (PDC) process. Before both modes are recorded with time-multiplexed detectors (TMD), one of them is coherently displaced by the local oscillator (LO), mode matched by a time delay, spectral wave shaper (WS) and pulse picker (PP), and attenuated using a variable attenuator (VA), before interfering at an asymmetric beam splitter (BS), with reflection-transmission ratio of 17 : 83. bins (N = 2, 4), we can join several detection bins into clusters [43] . A detailed theoretical model of the state preparation and the measurement is also provided in the Supplemental Material [43] .
Direct sampling of phase-space functions.-Applying Eqs. (1) and (2), we can directly sample the phasespace function from our data. Among other imperfections, our model [43] takes unavoidable higher-photon number contributions of the heralded single-photon state into account. Also, impurities originating from the mode mismatching of the signal and LO are considered, which yields a displacement-dependent dark-count rate [40, 43] . Finally, let us stress that our estimated overall detection efficiency, obtained via the fit to our model, is η = 21%-thus, clearly below 50%.
For the four-bin detection (N = 4), our rotationally symmetric, sampled phase-space distribution P N is shown for x = η in Fig. 3 . The most important observation is that this function shows clear negativities around the origin of phase space, certifying the nonclassical character of the quantum state. Such a negative dip at |α| = 0 is typical for single-photon states, cf. Fig. 1 . Furthermore, we find a good agreement of the obtained phase-space function with our theoretical model. Note that the estimation of the amplitude |α| of the displacement is challenging because the mean photon number cannot be simply obtained by click-counting devices [42] . More importantly, however, this error does not affect the significance of the certified negativities just their location in phase space.
As mentioned earlier (see also Fig. 1 ), the overall detection efficiency of the setup does not allow for a direct reconstruction of a negative Wigner function. This would require a postprocessing to refit the data to a lossless scenario [21] . With our technique, such postprocessing becomes superfluous since we directly sample our nonclassical phase-space function according to Eq. (1). In particular, it is sufficient to find one x for which negativ- ities become significant. Such an x can be chosen arbitrarily and without prior knowledge about losses. Therefore, our technique is a more direct and robust approach to uncover nonclassical features of light. Moreover, the reconstruction of the Wigner function with unbalanced homodyne detection requires a full photon-number resolution [24] . Again, we demonstrate that such a premise is not required with our alternative approach.
Number-of-bins dependence.-A surprising theoretical finding in Ref. [41] is that fewer detection bins lead to an improved verification of nonclassicality. Let us challenge this statement by comparing our results for different numbers of detection bins.
For this reason, we analyzed the data for two and eight detection bins in addition to the previously studied case, N = 4. The correspondingly sampled phase-space functions are shown in Fig. 4 (x = 0.21) together with the theoretical model. Again, theory and experiment exhibit good agreement, and in both cases, N = 8 and N = 2, a negativity at the origin of phase space is present.
To quantitatively assess the quality of the verified nonclassicality, we analyze the signed significance Σ of the phase-space functions. The signed significance is the ratio of the sampled values and their errors,
cf. Eqs. (1) and (2). This means that for Σ < 0, we certify the nonclassicality with |Σ| standard deviations.
In Fig. 5 , the signed significances for the different numbers of detectors are plotted as a function of the parameter x ∈ [0.10, 0.45]. We find that the curve for N = 4 (dashed) is always below the one for N = 8 (solid), and the case N = 2 (dotted) is below both. Therefore, we confirm for our data that the verification of nonclassicality is indeed improved by reducing the number of detection bins. Furthermore, the maximal verification of nonclassicality with |Σ| = 186 standard deviations is obtained for two detection bins and x = 0.22. This corresponds approximately to the click-counting phase-space distribution related to the Wigner function, where x = η(1 − s) and x| s=0 = 0.21. Surprisingly, the most significant negativities for the four-and eight-bin scenarios are obtained for higher x values, corresponding to phase-space functions closer to the Q function (s = −1). However, all distributions eventually become non-negative for larger x values. It is also worth mentioning that x → 0 corresponds to the often highly singular Glauber-Sudarshan P function (s = 1). In this limit, we do not obtain significant negativities from the sampled data, Σ 0.
Discussion.-Let us briefly compare our technique to other approaches. The advantage of our method is a direct sampling rather than employing challenging optimization algorithms. Thus, it allows one to characterize quantum light in a simple and direct way. Furthermore, our approach works even in the high-loss regime. In particular, it is sufficient to find one x, which we can freely choose without imposing or estimating the overall losses in our setup, such that a negative phase-space distribution is obtained, cf. Fig. 5 . Other data processing approaches, e.g., based on balanced homodyne detection, can also correct for losses. Yet, they require precise information about the losses for their operation. Other optimization strategies in data analysis, such as used maximum likelihood approaches, also become superfluous with our technique. Therefore, our sampling method is fast and robust and requires minimal information about the detection scheme.
Conclusions.-We implemented a detection scheme which yields nonclassical phase-space distributions via a direct sampling from the data obtained by an information-incomplete detection system. Our technique renders it possible to certify nonclassical light under realistic conditions even for high losses. Furthermore, sophisticated reconstruction algorithms become superfluous. The application to a heralded single-photon state in the presence of high losses also confirms the theoretical prediction that fewer detection bins can be even advantageous for the verification of quantum light.
Our technique resembles an unbalanced homodyne detection scheme which, however, uses widely accessible click-counting devices instead of photon-numberresolving detectors. The measured click-counting distribution is used to sample our desired function by scanning over the phase space, which is achieved by adjusting the local oscillator. Our click-counting device is a time-bin multiplexing detector which allows us to resolve up to eight bins measured with two detectors. This equals eight physical detectors when compared to other multiplexing approaches.
Using a parametric down-conversion source, we produced single-photon states, and a theoretical model was developed. Our analysis showed that we operate in a comparably high-loss regime, for which other methods would require loss corrections in order to exhibit the nonclassicality. Here, however, we have been able to uncover nonclassical light with high statistical significance via direct sampling. This shows that imperfect measurement can offer highly sensitive nonclassicality tests, even compared to perfect photon-number-resolving detectors.
Beyond our proof-of-concept demonstration for phasesymmetric single-photon states, our technique can be applied to arbitrary quantum light and straightforwardly generalized to multimode scenarios. Because of its simplicity and reliability, our method has the potential to find many applications in quantum optics and quan-tum technology, which require sturdy components and directly accessible methods. Therefore, we realized a technique which provides a practical tool for the characterization of nonclassical light in phase space.
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I. DETECTION THEORY A. Detector response
The theory of click-counting detectors, i.e., multiplexing layouts with on-off detectors, was established in Ref. [1] and generalized to interferometric setups in Ref. [2] . For our scenario of unbalanced homodyne detection, it takes the form [3] c k (α) = :
where : · · · : indicates the normal-ordering prescription andΓ is the detector response function. The averaging is performed using the displaced quantum stateρ α = D(−α)ρD † (−α), withD(α) denoting the displacement operator.
We can use calibration techniques to determine the properties of our detection system [4] . Here, this allows us to write the detector response function aŝ
wheren is the photon-number operator and ν(α) is a displacement-dependent dark-count rate. The latter models the mode mismatch between the signal and the coherent state, i.e., local oscillator [2] . In our analysis, all losses in the setup are combined into one quantum efficiency η. A best fit of the data with the model in Sec. II yields an overall detection efficiency of the setup of η = 21%. Further, ν(α) is a linear function of the displacement |α|
. We estimate a mode mismatch of 30% between the signal state and the coherent state, 0.3/0.7 ≈ 0.43 = µ. See also Fig. 1 .
B. Clustering of detection bins
In our initial measurement configuration, we have eight detection bins. We now demonstrate how this allows us * martin.bohmann@uni-rostock.de to infer the outcomes for four and two detection bins. This method, called clustering, is based on a similar derivation as considered for the click counting statistics [1] . In general, we measure a coincidence statistics c k1,...,kN = :
where k j = 0 and k j = 1 means that no click one and one click was recorded in the jth detection bin, respectively, for j = 1, . . . , N . As it has been shown in [1] , this yields the click counting distribution for k coincidence clicks in Eq. (1) via
Note that :e −η(n+µ|α| 2 )/N : is the measurement operator for the case that no click is recorded in a given bin. Now assume that we have N = qÑ for positive integers q > 1 andÑ . We want to infer the click statistics for the smaller number of bins,Ñ . Thus, we cluster q bins into a single one and define that a click is recorded in a cluster if any of the included bins detects a click, i.e., 
which takes the same form as given in Eq. (1) when replacing N withÑ , similarly to the result in Ref. [1] . Therefore, clustering enables us to directly infer the click counting statistics forÑ detection bins from the click counting statistics for N detection bins ifÑ = N/q.
II. MODEL OF THE GENERATED STATE
A. Exact PN for relevant states
We can evaluate the phase-space function in Eq. (1) of the Letter, P N (α;
. For example, a coherent signal state |β results in
From this expression we can directly see that P (β) N (α; x) is nonnegative for any nonzero x and even N . The same holds true for any convex combination of coherent states and, thus, for any classical state [3] . Hence, in order to certify nonclassicality, it is sufficient to find an arbitrary real value x = 0 for which the corresponding P N (α; x) is negative for at least one α. In particular, the x value does not necessarily need to correspond to a typical s value of any s-parametrized phase-space function, for which the restrictions x = η(1 − s) and −1 ≤ s ≤ 1 apply.
Further, based on the coherent state representation |β =D(β)|0 = exp(−|β| 2 /2) exp(βâ † )|0 , whereâ † is the creation operator of the signal field, we can write photon-number states |n =â †n |0 / √ n! in the form
This allows us to write the click-counting phase-space functions for arbitrary photon-number contributions as the algebraic expression
B. Heralded single-photon states
In the ideal case, the type II parametric downconversion source generates a two-mode squeezed vacuum. Assuming no phase stability between the signal and idler mode, we obtain a phase-randomized version of this state,ρ
with 0 < p < 1. p is related to the squeezing parameter ξ of the two-mode squeezed-vacuum state, |ξ| = artanh(
Note that the state is symmetric in the two modes, signal and idler. By performing a measurements in one of the modes, i.e., heralding, we generate the single-mode signal light. The measurement in the idler mode is also done with a click counter (here, a time-bin multiplexing detector). When conditioning to r clicks, the theory for this process [5] yieldŝ
where { n−l r } is the Stirling number of the second kind [6] and N is a normalization constant. In addition, N h and η h define the number of time-bins and the quantum efficiency of the heralding time-bin multiplexing detector, respectively. In the case r = 1, we obtain the standard approach to herald a single photons from photonpair sources. We emphasize that our model accounts for the unavoidable imperfections of the heralding process by considering higher photon-number contributions, n > r.
The number of detection bins of the heralding detector is N h = 8. From the fit of the model to the experimental data, we obtain the value p = 0.09 and an overall detection efficiency for the idler mode of η h = 12%. This results in the estimated fidelity of the one-click heralded state with a single-photon of 1|ρ 1 |1 =85%.
After the heralding process, the signal state is displaced at the unbalanced beam splitter. The superimposition with the weak coherent state |α leads to a displacement of the photon-number states in Eq. (12), i.e., each component |n n| is mapped toD(α)|n n|D † (α). In Fig. 2 (left plot), we show P N for x = η for the best fit of the theoretically modeled state, which includes the imperfections of the heralding of single photons, such as losses, mode mismatch, and higher photon-number contributions. For comparison, we get a nonnegative Wigner function (Fig. 2 , right plot) for this state and the same detection losses. Note that the high losses do not allow for observing the central dip, characteristic for single photons, in the Wigner function because of the high Gaussian vacuum contribution.
